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The fastest land animals are of intermediate size. Cheetah, antelope, greyhounds and racehorses have been measured running much faster than
reported for elephants or elephant shrews. Can this be attributed to scaling
of physical demands and explicit physiological constraints to supply? Here,
we describe the scaling of mechanical work demand each stride, and the
mechanical power demand each stance. Unlike muscle stress, strain and
strain rate, these mechanical demands cannot be circumvented by changing
the muscle gearing with minor adaptations in bone geometry or trivial
adjustments to limb posture. Constraints to the capacity of muscle to
supply work and power impose fundamental limitations to maximum
speed. Given an upper limit to muscle work capacity each contraction, maximum speeds in big animals are constrained by the mechanical work demand
each step. With an upper limit to instantaneous muscle power production,
maximal speeds in small animals are limited by the high power demands
during brief stance periods. The high maximum speed of the cheetah may
therefore be attributed as much to its size as to its other anatomical and
physiological adaptations.

1. Introduction
Greyhounds, racehorses and especially cheetahs are, in absolute terms, fast for
terrestrial animals. Much smaller and larger animals have not been recorded
achieving such high speeds—though reliable measurements of maximal
speeds are notoriously difficult to obtain in animals that have not been bred
and trained for racing. But, if we accept that intermediate-sized animals are
indeed the fastest, how might this be explained? A range of evolutionary, ecological and sampling considerations may be pertinent. For instance, there may
be little selective pressure for the largest animals to run fast in order to evade
predators; there are very few species of very big animals from which to find
a speed specialist. However, it may instead be that high absolute running
speeds in very large or very small animals are impossible because of
fundamental mechanical and physiological issues.
Historically, principles of scaling were applied to structural issues—the
detail depending on mechanical features assumed to be of importance—
predicting increasing speed at larger sizes [1,2]. Dynamic and geometric
similarity [3] and energetic arguments [4] also point to increasing maximal
speed capacity V with mass m, at V ∝ m 1/6, though with little in the way of
explicit mechanism. Some other mechanical constraint, such as strength [5–7]
or disproportionate rate of fatigue [8], may then be invoked to account for
© 2020 The Authors. Published by the Royal Society under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution
License http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/, which permits unrestricted use, provided the original
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(a) Muscle supply
We do not assume rigid geometric similarity, though we do
assume locomotor muscle mass constitutes a constant proportion of body mass. Where alternative approaches might
focus on the scaling of muscle stresses, strains and strain
rates given geometric scaling assumptions, we assume that
appropriate adjustments to internal/external moment arms
and subsequent muscle ‘gear ratio’ or ‘effective mechanical
advantage’ can be achieved with trivial adaptation of bone
geometry and/or posture. However, certain muscle properties are constrained by fundamental biochemical processes.
Here, we treat the internal workings of the limb as a suitably
tuned black box and view the following properties to be
‘uncheatable’ with gearing, and mechanistically revealing:
per muscle mass, we assume
(a) a constrained maximum work per contraction,
(b) a constrained power during the contraction,
and also consider the implications if there is
(c) a limiting physiological capacity to power muscle
activation.
These assumptions are clearly incorrect in detail: the muscles
of small, fast animals may be relatively fast and powerful.
If peak muscle stress is considered scale-invariant [13–17],
then the scaling of peak strain rate reported for fast muscles
[13,16,18] indicates muscle power to scale with body mass
as / m0:07 to 0:1 , though the generality of this relationship
might be questioned given recent measurements showing
that single muscle fibres from big cats and rabbits have similar powers [19,20]. In any case, we assume here the extent
of scaling of properties of the muscles recruited in highest
speed locomotion of the fastest animal of each size is sufficiently dwarfed by the scaling of mechanical work and
power demand across the size range of legged mammals to
be negligible.
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We assume geometric similarity (isometry) applies to gross
external form such that leg length L ∝ m 1/3, and that stride
frequency at maximal speed broadly follows dynamic
similarity [21] such that
rﬃﬃﬃ
g
f/
/ L1=2 / m1=6 ,
ð2:1Þ
L
and the inverse of this is stride period Tstride, with
pﬃﬃﬃ
Tstride / L:

ð2:2Þ

While reliable data for gait kinetics at close to maximal
speeds are sparse, this scaling of stride frequency is supported by empirical observations of dogs and horses at
high racing speeds. Greyhounds of approximately 35 kg use
stride frequencies of 3.5–3.6 Hz (at 18–19 m s−1) [22,23]; Thoroughbred racehorses of mean mass 476 kg use stride
frequencies of 2.3 Hz (at 17 m s−1) [24]. Dynamic and geometric similarity would result in constant stride frequency
once normalized appropriately using c
fm :
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
m1=3
c
,
ð2:3Þ
fm ¼ f
g
which provides values of 2.02–2.07 for greyhounds and 2.05
for the racehorses. Measurements of high-speed gaits at the
more extreme ends of the mammalian size scale further indicate the lack of a strong scaling in c
fm . Wild brown rats, Rattus
norvegicus, filmed in the field (120 Hz frame rate, Nikon Z6;
15 sequences, at least two large adults), of mass estimated
at 400–500 g, had stride frequencies up to 6.7 Hz;
c
fm ¼ 1:831:90. Asian elephants, Elephas maximus, (2790 kg)
at high speed had stride frequencies of 1.5 Hz [25]; While frequency clearly varies with speed for a given animal, c
fm near to
maximal running speed appears broadly constant. We
acknowledge this assumption will again be untrue in detail,
but the consequences of deviation may then be considered
within the context of the models presented here.

(c) Mechanical power demands
We exploit the empirical relationship observed for a range of
animals [26] for the rate of mechanical work of the centre of
mass Pmech,CoM (from forceplate observations) as a function
of size and speed. We do note that the empirical range of animals and of speeds measured is far from complete; however,
we assume that the general observation holds for maximal
speeds and across all mammal sizes:
Pmech,CoM
/ V;
m

ð2:4Þ

the mechanical power demand ( per body mass) of locomotion varies in proportion to speed but ‘does not change
in any regular way with body size’ [26]. We do not propose
a complete account for this observation, but note that:
(a) it is consistent with dynamic and geometric similarity for
animals of different sizes [21]: work demand each step
scales in proportion to leg length, as does step length,
so work/distance is constant, as is power/velocity;
(b) at a given speed, larger animals take fewer strides per
distance but, with lower stride frequencies, contact the
ground with steeper trajectories (figure 1). Conversely,
smaller animals at a given speed make more ground
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2. Assumptions and model development

(b) Stride frequency
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the reduction in maximal speed at the largest sizes. However,
it is unclear which constraints should be most influential, and
in many cases why the scaling constraints imposed by these
factors could not be circumvented with minor, otherwise
inconsequential, deviations from some aspects of similarity.
Further, it is not generally clear why there should ever be a
transition between ‘too small’ and ‘too big’ regimes: why
does whatever balance between strength, deflection, inertia,
fatigue etc. not end up predicting a constant scaling relationship? Some account has to be made for a change in scaling
relationship with size, presumably relating to a transition in
mechanical or physiological regimes.
Here, we approach the question by addressing the scaling
implications of demand—specifically, of mechanical work
each stride and of mechanical power during stance—and
supply of muscle work, muscle power and physiological
supply for muscle activation. We follow recent work accounting for scaling phenomena [9] ranging from posture [10] to
the kinetics of young children [11] to the flapping and bounding flight of birds [12] by assuming that muscle is limited in
its capacity to supply work and power.
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Figure 1. Cartoon generic centre of mass running paths (a) and mechanical power profiles (b) for small, intermediate and large animals at constant, high speed.
Note that the geometric and scaling principles are not dependent on leg number; it is convenient here to display the geometry for a single-legged hopper. The
positive mechanical work demand per distance travelled is the same at each size. At a given absolute speed, smaller animals have a higher step frequency, lower
work each stance, but also much briefer stances resulting in higher peak power demands. The muscles of small animals cannot supply the power demanded at the
highest running speeds. Larger animals have a lower step frequency, so higher work demands each stance. The muscles of very big animals cannot supply the
mechanical work demanded at the highest running speeds. Between too-small and too-large, the fastest terrestrial animals occupy a size range that is minimally
constrained by either work each contraction or power during stance.
contacts per distance, and so have more occasions of
mechanical loss and demand, but each contact—because
of their higher step frequencies—has a shallower trajectory,
reducing the work demand each contact.

3. The challenge with greater size: increasing
mechanical work demand, constrained muscle
work supply, per contraction
The work demanded each stride—or for each muscle
contraction—is the product of the mean mechanical power
demand (equation (2.4)) and the duration of the stride
(equation (2.2)). Assuming a constraining, constant maximal
muscle work supply per mass available each contraction at
maximum speed Vlim,W (see also [27]):
pﬃﬃﬃ
Pmech,CoM
Tstride / Vlim L ¼ constant,
m

ð3:1Þ

which predicts a work demand/supply constraint relationship for maximal running speed:
1=2

Vlim,W / L

/m

1=6

:

ð3:2Þ

4. One power challenge with small size:
increased stance power demand, constrained
instantaneous muscle power supply
Stance duration is constrained by geometry—the body
cannot travel more than double the leg length each stance.
Assuming something less than the splits is performed each
stance (and this proportion does not scale with size):
Tstance /

L
:
V

ð4:1Þ

If the mechanical demand can only be supplied when the
leg is loaded, with the foot on the ground, the stance power
demand Pstance,D depends on both the mechanical work
demand ((3.1), the product of (2.2) and (2.4)) and the stance
duration Tstance (4.1) In this case, assuming a constraining,
constant maximal muscle power supply available, matching
the mechanical power demand during stance to the muscle
power supply provides a second constraint relationship for
maximal running speed Vlim,P:
Pstance,D /

pﬃﬃﬃ V
VTstride
/ V L ¼ constant
L
Tstance

ð4:2Þ

and
Vlim,P / L1=4 / m1=12 :

ð4:3Þ

5. A second power challenge with small size:
activation power?
The metabolic work associated with activating and deactivating muscle can be a large proportion of the total
demand, particularly for brief contractions (see [28]).
We speculate that the supply meeting the rate of this
demand Pact,D is fundamentally limited. If the activation
demanded each contraction is sufficient to provide the
stance power (4.2) due to contractions at a rate of stride frequency (2.1),
1
V2
Pact,D / Pstance,D f / V 2 pﬃﬃﬃ
/
,
L
LTstride

ð5:1Þ

resulting in a third constraint relationship for maximum
running speed Vlim.act, this time due to activation power:
pﬃﬃﬃ
Vlim,act / L / m1=6 :
ð5:2Þ
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Figure 2. Model predictions due to constraints in muscle work (blue line),
muscle power during stance (orange line) and physiological power supplying
activation (dashed orange line), with reported maximal running speeds (circles) and regression fit (black dashed curve) [30] for animals of a range of
sizes. The cyan crosses denote elephant shrews [31]; the green star racehorse
(maximum 19.05 m/s, [32]). Model lines are parameterized using the relatively reliable observation of a cheetah [28]: V = 29 m/s; m = 35 kg,
assuming this to represent the top animal speed, at the minimally
constrained intermediate size.

6. Parameterizing the model with the cheetah
The proportionalities (3.2), (4.3) and (5.2) can be turned into
predictive equations provided three constants, one relating
to the work rate constraint kW, the second to the stance
power constraint kP and the third to the activation power
constraint kact:

and

Vlim,W ¼ kW m1=6 ,

ð6:1Þ

Vlim,P ¼ kP m1=12

ð6:2Þ

Vlim,Act ¼ kAct m

1=6

:

ð6:3Þ

These constants can be derived if velocity and mass are
known at the intersection of the constraint lines. We assume
the cheetah to be at this minimally constrained mass and are
fortunate that a reasonably reliable measurement exists for
something that must be approaching top speed [29]: 29 m s−1
for a female estimated to be 35 kg. From this datum, kW =
52.45 m s−1 kg1/6, KP = 21.6 m s−1 kg−1/12 and kAct =
16.03 m s−1 kg−1/6. Predicted maximum velocities due to the
three constraints are presented along with Garland’s [30]
maximum speed survey and a couple of more recent, perhaps
more reliable, data points for elephant shrews [31] and Thoroughbred horses during racing [32] (figure 2; electronic
supplementary material).
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values? This is not the approach taken by Garland [30], who
emphasizes the uncertain accuracy of measured values. But
the polynomial fit is also difficult to justify, as the species
selected—while subjectively fast—are otherwise arbitrary.
The scaling relationships for maximum speed limits presented here provide intuitive and mechanistic accounts for the
deterioration of maximal absolute speed at very large and
small scales (figure 1). Very big animals cannot supply the
muscle work each stride required for very high speeds. Small
animals would only achieve absolutely high running speeds
with disproportionately low stance durations and are therefore
prevented from very high speeds owing to the power demands
during stance. While both proposed power constraints predict a
reduction in maximal running speed at smaller sizes, the activation power constraint provides a closer fit to empirical
observations. However, a fundamental constraint to muscle
power is simple to justify, whereas a limit to supplying physiological power for activation is more speculative. At this stage, it
may be best to conclude that the relatively high instantaneous
power demands due to brief stances of small animals do provide a mechanistic account for reduced maximum running
speed in small animals, but the details of constraining
physiology are yet to be fully elucidated.
This reasoning developed here contrasts with the prevailing explanations, which develop a range of similarity-based
accounts generally resulting in predictions of increased maximal speed with size, and then invoke structural constraints to
account for the drop in maximal speeds at very large sizes.
The mechanical demand versus muscle supply account
developed here, albeit resulting in contrasting constraints,
has the advantage of providing a parsimonious explanation
within a single mechanistic framework; the cause of the
transition in scaling regimes is explicit.
While measured muscle powers of cheetah, lion and leopard are high, at least in comparison with their respective
prey species [19], they are not notably higher than those for
wild rabbits [20]. Why, then, can the big cats certainly outpace
the rabbit despite similar power supply capacity from the
muscle? We suggest this is because of the very low stance
durations resulting in high stance power, and high stride frequency resulting in high muscle activation power demands
that would be required from a 20 m s−1 rabbit. The high top
running speed of the cheetah can therefore be attributed as
much to its intermediate size as to its other anatomical and
physiological adaptations.
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